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They say that who you choose to have as friends says a lot about you. After
all, birds of a feather do flock together! Okay, I am not calling you a “bird”, but
wouldn’t it be cool on some days to be one, and “just fly away”? Sometimes life
can be hard. Sometimes the people and friends in our lives can bring you down
if you let them. Of course, you own your thoughts, which control your feelings,
so you can choose only the good thoughts that make you feel good. The same is
true about friends, and who you decide to spend your time with.
What happens when you are at school with kids that are not always nice to
you or to the other kids? Have you heard of “bullying”? Do you know what it
really is? Most people think that bullying means that someone hits someone,
or does something to hurt them physically—like pushing them, tripping them,
throwing things at them, or even spitting on them. Sure these are all very visible
signs of bullying, but there are also non-physical types of bullying that you
might experience, or “hear” being done to someone else. When someone calls
another person names that hurt–that is bullying. When someone makes fun of
another person’s skin colour–that is bullying. If someone makes fun of another
person’s family or ethnic background–
that is bullying. When someone is teased
because their parents are divorced–that is
bullying. If someone laughs at or makes
fun of someone’s religious beliefs, then
that is bullying. When someone makes fun
of the way a person dresses, or if they can
only afford certain clothes because they
do not have a lot of money, then that can
be considered bullying. Did you know that
just making fun of a person’s looks because
they have a big nose, crooked teeth, they
are overweight, or are physically different
is a form of bullying? And do you think it is
right to make fun of someone who is not as
smart as you, or has to be in a special class?
If may seem not only fun to tease them or
laugh at others who are teasing these kids,
but guess what? That is bullying too!

Sometimes it may seem fun to laugh at others, and even bully them because
it makes you feel stronger, accepted by other kids, and even the most popular
kid. Sometimes what feels good isn’t always the right thing to do. Ask yourself
this question, “If I am feeling strong and good about bullying someone, how
must the person being bullied feel?” I think you guessed it; the exact opposite
of what you are feeling–unwanted, not popular, weak and probably afraid.
Would you like to be in their shoes and feel these feelings? Probably not.

What about if you see someone bullying other kids? Should you go along
with it because it is the cool and fun thing to do? Do you think to yourself, “It
is better that it is someone else instead of me”? Later, does it ever make you
feel sad to think about how you laughed at or made fun of someone else who
was being bullied, when you could have done something about it, even not
laughed? Well, we have all said or done things that might not have felt good, or
may have been wrong in every way. That was the past and you know what they
say about the past . . . you can’t change it! Guess what? You have something
that is so amazing, new and fresh, which is a gift, and it is called the “present”,
how perfect a name for it! This means that from this moment going forward,
you can make the changes you want in your life for the better. Also, you can
be the change in other people’s lives, but all you have to do is tell yourself you
will, and then try. Once you do try, you will be doing the right thing because
it is 100% the right thing to do. If you were getting a grade for this in school,
you would be passing with flying colours. In the Air Force, or if you were a
“bird”, you would earn your wings!

So are you ready to fly high and soar like an eagle? The best part is you do
not even need to learn how to fly here . . . you can soar immediately!
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WE MAKE
THE RIGHT
CHOICES FOR
FRIENDSHIPS!

Who we choose to be friends with and hang
around says a lot about who we are. Everyone
wants to be accepted by others in school. Everyone
wants friends. The question is, “Are you choosing
the right kind of friends for you?” You can also
ask yourself, “Are you acting like a good friend

to others, especially when they
need your help?” We will all
have friends from the time we are
kids until the time we are adults.
Friends are more precious than
gold. In fact, some of the friends
you have right now might be your
friends even when you are an
adult! Don’t you think it is a good
idea to choose good friends?
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1) If someone is behaving badly toward others do you tell them that what they
are doing is wrong?
2) If someone continues to be mean or hateful toward others, do you still hang
around them? If so, what do you get from being their friend?
3) If someone is putting you down all of the time, why do you want to continue
to be their friend?
4) Do you believe it is better to be accepted by the wrong group of friends,
rather than be alone until you make better friends?
5) Do you think it is okay to be mean to your own friends or even ignore them
because you have other ones?

WE CREATE
WHO WE ARE!

Remember, birds of a feather do in fact flock
together. This means that most likely, the friends
that you choose to hang around with reflect who
you are. What if your friends are bullies and mean
to others all of the time? Do you know what that
means? You might be a bully too or at least support
what they are doing, which is bullying others. They
say that, ‘the me I see, is the me that I will be!’ How true! You create who and
what you are by how you feel about yourself. If you feel good about yourself
because you are doing good, then you have good self-esteem. If you feel not
too good about yourself, and sometimes find yourself doing the wrong things
because others tell you that you should, then you might have low self-esteem.
Self-esteem is something we create for ourselves and the more we have of it,
then the better we feel! You can create really good self-esteem for yourself by
telling yourself you are a good person, that you are loved, wanted, accepted
and blessed to have a great life ahead of you. You see, self-esteem is an inside
job which means it starts with your own thoughts. And since you own your
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thoughts, you can change them at
any time. So why not change your
thoughts, now? While you are at it,
if you are flocking with the wrong
flock of friends, no time like the
present to change directions and
soar above and beyond in another
direction as another flock awaits
you!
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1) What are the things that you like best about yourself and why? Guess what?
You should have a very long list–be sure that you use your imagination!
2) If I am continually choosing the wrong friends, or friends that are not good
for me, why might I be doing this?
3) Do I let others tell me that I am going to be their friend, or make me hang
around with them, even when I do not want to?
4) When I make new friends, do I change to become more like them? Do I
need to change so they will like me more?
5) Is it really okay to be just me? Do I like myself enough to be the me I see
in front of the mirror?

I CAN LIKE MY
CHOICES!

You have the right to pick the things that you
like to do the most. It is okay to like the friends
that you have, and enjoy the things that you do.
You can have your own reasons and don’t have to
change to suit someone else’s likes. Just because
you do not like the same things as someone else
does not make you a bad person. Friends have a
lot of things in common; this is what brings people together–similarities. Also,
it is good to have different interests as we get to learn new and exciting things
from other people. Go on and enjoy the things that you like doing! Keep an
open-mind and welcome the opportunities to meet new people and try new
things.
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1) Do you like to learn about what other people, especially your friends, are
interested in?
2) Do you take the time to teach others about your interests and special talents?
3) If people are always trying things that I enjoy doing, but I have no interest
in doing something they like, what does that say about me?
4) If I don’t understand someone’s interests or beliefs, does that make them
weird or a bad person?
5) What can I do to not only be an open-minded friend, but more open to
trying new things that other people enjoy doing, and I might also enjoy?

DON’T FIGHT
FIRE WITH FIRE!

What happens when I see someone getting
bullied, or I am the one getting bullied? Sometimes
people will tell you to stand up for yourself which
is a good thing to do. If you have to resort to using
the same mean and hurtful actions that a bully is
using then that is not standing up for yourself–
instead you are stooping to the level of the bully
and more harm and hurt can be done. In fact, when you behave this way, did
you know that you are actually telling the bully that what they are doing is
okay? That’s right! The bully may use hitting, kicking, spitting, name calling
and other bad actions as their way to make someone upset. They believe this is
the way to get attention. When you behave the same way, you are reaffirming
to the bully that since you are behaving the same way, this is how one goes
about getting attention. Wrong!
What can you do if you are the one getting bullied, or see someone else
getting bullied? Speak up for yourself or others. Let the bully know that what
they are doing is wrong. Maybe the bully needs to hear it, and if you say it and

others hear it, then others may take the same stance and tell the bully to stop.
Also, when you speak up for others, you are letting them know you care and
that you are united to stop what is wrong.
When a bully is bigger or stronger than the other kids, it is always a good
idea to tell someone. Some bullies can only pick on others using physical
strength. Weaker kids can’t stand up for themselves without possibly being
hurt. Remember, fighting fire with fire–using physical violence is wrong! The
right thing to do would be to tell a teacher or parent about the bullying. Telling
an adult does not make you a tattletale or a weak person. If others call you a
“snitch” then they are encouraging the bullying to continue. Bullying is wrong
and it needs to be stopped. Sometimes the fastest and easiest way to stop it is
to tell an adult as soon as it starts. The longer you allow a bully to continue
behaving badly, the more they are going to think that what they are doing is
okay, and that they can get away with it!
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1) Have you ever seen someone getting bullied but ignored it because you
thought it wasn’t your problem?
2) Have you ever been bullied, and it bothered you so much that you were
afraid to go to school or somewhere to play?
3) Do you think that if you don’t do anything or speak up, the bully will just
one day stop?
4) If you told an adult that you or someone else was getting picked on, do you
think it would make you a bad person and others would not like you?
5) Do you think there are times when bullying is okay? Bullying is wrong, but
do you think there are lessons to be learned from bullying?

SET A GOOD
EXAMPLE!

You are a great person! Did you know that? If
you didn’t, I am telling you that you are, because
it is the truth! Others look up to you or know that
you are special. Sometimes you do not know that
others think that you are good, because they do not
tell you so. They see you at school or at activities
and watch how you behave. It is a great idea to
always do your best and try to set a good example. Some people may not know
you yet and this is your chance to make a good impression. You may have an
opinion of someone that you haven’t met, and it was probably made based on
how they acted and on the things that they said. Guess what? Others are doing
the same when they meet you, or see how you behave around others. When you
try to do your best, you are being your best self. You always try to leave things
in better shape than you found them, and . . . you try to help friends be better
people because you are bringing good to their lives. It is easy to ignore someone,
or not include kids that you do not know in activities. Sometimes we want to
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keep things the way that they are–
which means not having news kids
in school, or letting them be a part
of the team. That is not setting a
good example. Rise above that and
be a leader! Let others know that
everyone fits in somewhere. Your
friendships and social groups are
like giant puzzles with everyone
fitting in like a perfect piece.
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1) Have you ever been a part of a group that left someone out on purpose
because they were different or new to the school?
2) Do you try your best to make everyone feel like they belong whenever you
are playing or doing activities with your friends?
3) Are you aware that everyone is different, just like you, and that they bring
something special to friendships and groups?
4) Are you able to look past how one looks, what their gender is, and their
personal beliefs, and see that they are important and have something great
to say?
5) Do you think that some kids and people are better than others? If so, why
do you think that? Do you really believe that is true?

BULLYING IS FOR
THE BIRDS!

They say that you should treat people the same
way that you want them to treat you. If that is the
case, would you want to be bullied? Probably not!
After all, Bullying Is For The Birds. Right now start
being who you were meant to be...YOU! Being
the true “you” is a great thing. Whenever you see
someone getting bullied, make a difference and do
the right thing, help to stop it. Start today to be a
difference maker!
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Learn now how you can shape the life of a child for the better and read:

